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After you make the purchase we will send you a pdf file with instructions of the system and a Skype

ID ,e-mail and phone number which is the most important part of the system. The (one on one

training) . we will not end your training unless we make sure you mastered it .It works for both

wheels single zero and double zero.Land casino and online live dealer casino. It is the best

investment you have ever made .This is more about the training that you will get. more than the pdf

file (book) that you are going to receive . This way we will make sure you fully understand the

system and we go further by practicing with you to make sure that you win each time you play.For

those of you who are skeptical , we do understand ,we can skype with you and make a

demonstration on an online live dealer casino from YOUR choice!! . we will bet on numbers and the

numbers will come up . CAN'T be that . That much we are confident . its time to welcome wealth in

your life and get back what you've lost all those years at the casinos.We know that you work hard

for your money and we will never charge you this much of money without knowing that you will

make your money back multiplied hundreds of times .We promise you that . Have you ever watched

a roulette table with so many players betting tons of money and covering all table layout but leaving

only 1 number empty and ironically that number comes up and guess what ! no body wins !

ofcourse the Casino is the only winner .This is what is the system is all about , we are going to teach

how the casino does that ,how they keep away from the winning numbers and how they hit certain

numbers that would make everybody loose.We are going to teach how the dealer does it and how

he knows the outcome.that's it ! if you know the outcome you just bet on it and you will win . It might

look difficult to you but you will discover its just a piece of cake .why ?because we simply are going

to teach you a 30 years experience of a professional Roulette dealer.You will be the dealer and you

are in control. its no luck game . each spin has a unique winning numbers that you will know ahead.

with practice you will be able to even know where the ball exactly.Its the best investment you have

ever made . Think about it . you have nothing to loose . if you dont like the system ( which we are

sure you will love) . we will issue a full refund . No questions asked. So ! its a risk free investment .

cant beat that.based on the dealer spin , you will be able to determine where the ball will fall. its

easier than you used to think .Just in 1 second you will be able to know the winning numbers. as

simple as that . This system works for single and double zero wheels . land casino and live dealer

casino .bankroll is 200 units .daily winning could be determined by you .you can only play for 1 hour

a day and make thousands of Dollars.you will be trained to be professional and beat any dealer .

usually your training wont take more than 1 hour with us on skype .however you will have 3 years

free customer service and one on one instructions . whenever you have a question we will be happy



to answer even if you are in a casino and you need an advise . We will walk you through mastering

the system even if you have never played Roulette .Its as simple as that. So See you on Skype

soon and Good Luck .-Please add us to Skype for free training , questions and instructions.Skype

name: ( visual.roulette)http://www.roulettevisuals.com
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This review is only of the book and the simple Mini System that is included. I did not opt for the

Mega System which requires about $1200.00 to acquire and train with the author. The Mini System

is easy to learn and the author claims that it wins 100% of the time if played correctly. I have been

playing roulette for a long time so I put the Fly Me to the Moon Mini System to the test and it

failed.While it is true that you do win a lot of the games, the occasional losses take away the profits

if played for the long term. There are two other little systems mentioned in the book; one for betting

the opposite side of the wheel where the ball landed. Claims to work 50% of the time---even it that

were true with the 0 and 00 it cannot be a long term winner. And, finally a little system for finding a

wheel rotating at a 4 second revolution. I found a auto-wheel on Smart Live Gaming Casino that

does spin at this rate, but the system failed under test. The Mega system is about tracking wheel



speed and the speed at which the dealer spins and releases the ball. They are many systems on

the market that do the same. I have tried several and had no luck with them, but I will make a review

of the Fly Me to the Moon Mega system, because I do not want to pay the money for the training. I

have already purchased the Genuine Winner System for over $2000.00 which follows the same

parameters and have had no luck with it.

Although the ideas that underlie the supposed system are sound, nowhere in this book the workings

of an actual system are explained. Yes you are invited to follow a 1500$ course near the end, and

you get a generous 10% off if you bought the book, but chapters as short as introductions in regular

books, leave me no other option than write a review as some form of warning to future buyers...I

expected quality standard to be a lot higher at .

The author clearly states that you will receive a pdf file and skype, email, phone help when you

purchase his book. Once you get the book you will find no helpful content whatsoever and at the

end he tells you that you have to pay him $1200 for his real book and help. Can you say scam?

I purchased the book last week and found the information contained very informative although I did

have some questions. I contacted the author whom responded way faster than what I expected. Not

only did he answer all the questions but he took the time to follow up days later to make sure that I

understood everything to help me avoid losing money. I have been practicing ever since by going to

the casino and watching the wheel. I never thought it was possible to predict a roulette wheel. After

much practice this past week 85% of my predictions come up. Best $3.00 ever spent!
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